PRICE LIST for purchasing used lithium batteries.

Valid from 02/2020

1. Batteries contain cylindrical cells, usually from:

- Laptops (removable assorted battery packs),

- Cordless power tools, vacuum cleaners etc.

- E-bike battery packs,

- Single or block of cells removed from e-scooters, e-hoovers, e-skateboards
which contain 18650 cells, not Li-Poly.

- Medium-sized lithium battery (single brick-like car battery)

- From medical devices (rechargeable gourney, monitoring devices,
motorized stretcher etc.)
- Generally of size 18650 or similar cylindrical shape
Please note, any information in this price list are only informative because area of batteries range and their
condition is much wider, than this price list able to contain. Once new price list will be issued, old one is
invalid. In case of any doubts or queries, please contact us.
pureonltd@gmail.com
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Unknown condition—up to €1 per kg. This includes plastic shells. Batteries MUST be clean and show
no obvious marks of damage (burn, liquid or electrolyte spillage, heavy corrosion etc).
Known condition—up to €3.50 per kg, depending on condition (for example, battery from medical
device, e-bike after crash or casing is cracked and due to safety regulations, it is not possible to use it
anymore, but if the cells are intact or the battery pack is technically still working)
2. Li-Poly and other “non-removable“ batteries from inside
of devices.
a) Generally Li-Poly factor
- from devices such as smartphones, drones, radio
controlled models, model aircraft, mp3 players, tablets,
lightweight laptops etc.
b) Other sizes (cylindrical, prismatic etc)
- Digital cameras and camcorders, Electronic cigarettes, handheld game consoles…
Up to €1 per kg, no matter the condition, except for heavy damage/destroyed items.
3. Batteries from e-cars (BEV, PHEV etc.)—weight is
calculated based on the cells inside the battery pack, not
the whole unit.
a) Damaged—battery shows marks of burning, suffering
from liquid damage (drowned car), corrosion, heavy
mechanical damage—up to €1 per kg.
b) Unknown condition, but nothing obvious by visual
inspection (no marks of burn, electrolyte leaking, drowning, corrosion etc.) or have minor visual
damage (battery pack shell/casing compromised by mechanical impact)—€2 per kg
c) Known condition batteries, like proven low mileage AND battery pack is in working condition—
range between €2-5 per kg of cells, depending on the cells type, type of car, year of manufacture etc.
4. In case batteries are build-in within device (phone, scooter, skateboard etc), we can collect whole
device/vehicle, but do not return it after battery removal. They have unknown history and/or
conditions and can be dangerous or cause serious injury. For this reason we are responsible for
appropriate recycling them, as usually they need dismantle due contain hazardous/electronic waste.
We do not re-selling them under any circumstances, even they can appear as functional.
Data privacy rule: We are working strictly according privacy protection rules and processes, so we
guarantee to completely destroying such device, that any remain data will be not possible to read.
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Batteries we DO NOT purchase:
- Burnt, after explosion
- Obvious heavy corrosion, heavy damage (cells itself, not
casing), electrolyte spillage–obviously compromised (cell
was opened or inner parts exposed to water/air) or in any
similar worthless/dangerous condition.
- Lead-acid, NiMH batteries or any other chemistry than lithium-ion. However, we can purchase
single-use lithium batteries (AA, AAA, button cells etc.)—up to €0.50 per kg at max.
Exact price can be determined only upon personal inspection and is FINAL.
Payment can be made by cash at the moment of battery collection, or by bank transfer upon invoice
within 10 days of battery collection. No payment in advance is provided under any circumstances!

We would like to highlight that, if we can establish a reliable and stable business relationship with
you, the price for batteries can be negotiated (for example if the batteries you supply are regularly
in exceptionally good condition).
If there is anything you want to ask, please do not hesitate, we are happy to provide more details.

Looking forward to doing great business with you!

Please note, any information in this price list are only informative because area of batteries range and their
condition is much wider, than this price list able to contain. Once new price list will be issued, old one is
invalid. In case of any doubts or queries, please contact us.
pureonltd@gmail.com

